Cake Brochure
Here at Crazy Baker, we believe in making food from scratch and with love, so our
handmade and hand-iced cakes and cupcakes will be as special as the celebration. With a
wide range of designs and styles, our cakes are perfect for every kind of occasion, from
birthdays or graduations to christenings and weddings and even corporate celebrations

CLASSIC CAKE’S
Victoria sponge
Classic Victoria sponge sandwiched with cream and homemade crazy baker jamdusted in icing sugar.
Red velvet
Devils chocolate food cake
The devil’s chocolate food cake is any chocolate lovers dream, sandwiched with a chocolate
fudge buttercream.
Carrot cake
Our Crazy Baker carrot cake is one of our all-time favourite cakes. Decorated with a cream
cheese orange icing.

LOAF CAKES
£9.95 per loaf (8-10 slices)
Lemon Drizzle
Orange Drizzle
Banana Loaf
Red Velvet
Chocolate

CUPCAKES
From £2.50 per cupcake

We also make amazing cupcakes.
We do classic flavours or bespoke designs/themes.
From birthday to holiday celebrations, here are some of the classic and more specific
cupcake requests.

BESPOKE & CELEBRATION CAKES
Every celebration calls for cake! Whether a birthday, anniversary, baby
shower or corporate event, whatever the occasion, we can make a cake
just for you. Our cakes are hand made and hand iced, so the cake will be
as special as the occasion. Get in touch for a quote.

Simple Cake Price Guide

Victoria Sponge

8”
8-12
slices
£29

8”
Double
height
£58

10”
12-16
slices
£58

10”
Double
height
£116

13” x 9”
30-40
slices
£140

Vanilla

£29

£58

£58

£116

£140

Red Velvet

£29

£58

£58

£116

£140

Chocolate Devil’s
Food cake
Carrot

£29

£58

£58

£116

£140

£36

£72

£72

£144

£170

Any sponge
covered with
fondant icing and a
basic message

£40

£80

£80

£116

£170

Type of Cake

For other sizes please contact the bakery
Filling Suggestions: Buttercream | Cream Cheese Icing
Chocolate Fudge Icing | Buttercream and Jam (£3.00 surcharge)

EXTRAS
Handwritten message - £5.00
Fondant icing plaque - £10.00
2D layered animal plaque- from £30.00
Image printed in icing paper- from £20.00

GLUTEN FREE & FREE FROM CAKES
Here at Crazy Baker, we don’t believe that free-from products should
mean you sacrifice any element of a great cake.
We create a wide range of free-from products, from our classic cakes to
more speciality options.
Please get in touch with our team to find out about our full range.

